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TIG Touch & Goes Practicing the art of welding Ron Alexander



F



or the last several months, we’ve covered the basics of TIG welding including how to set up your welding area and machine, construct a jig, and notch and fit the tubing. You’d think that we would be ready to start welding, and you are—but not on your fuselage or empennage. It’s time for practice and to develop your skill. Just as you learned to fly in steps, so do you learn to weld. As a quick review, remember that joints are the configuration of the base members, and the weld types describe how the weld metal is added to form the joint. There are basically two types of welds: a fillet and a groove. Fillet welds create the most common joints in aircraft construction. The size of a fillet is measured as either the “leg” or the “throat” of the fillet. There are three types of fillets by shape. They are flat, concave, and convex. Figure 1 shows the types and the terminology associated with each. Groove welds are common in butt joints where the members lie in nearly parallel planes. They are generally sized by the thickness of the



base material, so a butt joint in 10gauge material (.135-inch thick) would require a 1/8-inch weld. Material in excess of that required to make the weld is called reinforcement or crown and does not contribute to the weld size. The weld should never be less than the base material in thickness and never have more than 1/16 to 1/8 inch of Figure 1



face reinforcement. Welding procedures use standard terminology to describe the process and the desired outcomes. DCEN—Straight Polarity—In DC electrode negative the TIG torch will be connected to the negative side of the welding circuit. Machines vary in how this is done. Some will have a switch while others will require you to physically remove the plug from the machine and place it in the negative receptacle, thereby moving the work lead to the positive setting. This is the preferred setting for TIG welding of 4130 steel tubing, because it focuses 70 percent of the heat from the arc on the base metal and 30 percent on the tungsten. DCEP—Reverse Polarity—In DC electrode positive the TIG torch is connected to the positive side of the welding circuit. Use caution when with the DCEP setting because serious damage can occur to your TIG torch if too much current is applied. Really, the only time to use this setting is to “burn” the ball on the end of a tungsten electrode for alternating current high frequency (ACHF) of aluminum. EAA Sport Aviation
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aircraft building “Before we came to the workshop, we didn’t think we could build a plane. Now we know we can because we had hands-on practice. We can’t wait to start building our Cozy Mark IV.”



Figure 2A



Kirby & Jan Muilenburg EAA# 217292



Figure 2B



HANDS-ON HOMEBUILDER WORKSHOP SCHEDULE April 23 - 25



Corona, CA



• RV Assembly



May 14 -16



Oshkosh, WI



• RV Assembly



May 14 -16



Griffin, GA



• TIG Welding



May 15-16



Griffin, GA



• Finishing and Spray Painting



May 22- 23



Frederick, MD



• Sheet Metal Basics • Fabric Covering • Composite Construction • Gas Welding • Electrical Systems and Avionics



June 4 - 6



Corona, CA



• RV Assembly



June 11-13



Denver, CO



• RV Assembly



June 25-27



Griffin, GA



• TIG Welding



Lakeland, FL



• RV Assembly



June 25-27



Sun ‘n Fun Campus



ACHF—Alternating current high frequency is used for welding aluminum and magnesium. The high frequency ignites the arc and provides for oxide cleaning of the base metal. AC is a combination of both DCEN and DCEP. DCEN provides the penetration and the DCEP provides the oxide removal. Forehand/Push—Push welding is the preferred TIG technique and it describes the addition of filler metal to the leading edge of the welding puddle. In this technique the filler precedes the arc in the direction of travel. Backhand/Drag—Drag welding is the technique where filler is added to the trailing edge of the puddle. This is a specialized technique used in tool and die repair and is not commonly used in aircraft construction. Autogenious—Autogenious describes the technique of welding the base metals together by simply melting and fusing the edges of the base metal. We are going to begin our welding practice by using a corner weld without adding filler metal. The reason we don’t just start out using filler material is that, until we can achieve puddle control, the addition of filler will only 104
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Figure 4A



Figure 3A



shielding gas and close the contact that energizes the tungsten. At the



Figure3B



require more practice with a smaller chance of success.



Practicing Techniques For practice joints, build a small jig and a small fixture. For the open corner joint take a small piece of angle and fabricate a fixture as shown in Figure 2A. This fixture will allow you to tack the base members so that they will remain in position while you practice welding. The clamps can be clothespins or document clips. Clothespins work well and they have that tendency to let you know when you have overheated the base metal. The second fixture that you’ll find useful for practice is to take another piece of angle or channel and attach it to a piece of plate in the “open-V” position as shown in Figure 2B. This is for practicing lap, butt, and tee joints. This exercise will prevent you from welding your practice coupon to the table and also teach you to control the heat input of the welding arc. For all of the joints, use the same starting procedure to ignite the arc and follow essentially the same process. Position the torch as shown in Figure 3A and depress the foot control. This will start the flow of EAA Sport Aviation
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Figure 4B



same time, the “microstart” feature will ignite the arc. Many of the less



aircraft building expensive machines will use a highvoltage surge to ignite the arc; if you are working with thin material you will generally burn a hole in the base metal with this type of starting technique. Once the arc is ignited, Figure 4C



Figure 5A



Figure 5B



Figure5C
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rotate the torch into a position like the one shown in Figure 3B. Corner Joint—Begin practicing with a corner joint in the flat position. Figure 4A shows the practice materials in the jig and 4B tacked together before cleaning. Figure 4C shows the joint after cleaning. Please note that this is a training technique. We would never use this joint or technique in fabrication or repair. The resulting weld is weaker because no filler has been added. The filler metal has grain refiners and alloying elements added to strengthen the weld. The three practice positions are shown in Figure 5A (flat), 5B (vertical), and 5C (overhead). Note the torch angle. The angle provides visibility of the puddle and control of the width and penetration into the base. Weld the joint using the push technique in the flat and overhead positions as shown. The vertical position uses a technique called the vertical up. Start the joint at the bottom and move in an upward direction. Master the flat position first, then move on to the vertical, and lastly overhead. You can probably build most of your project without proficiency in the overhead position, but Murphy probably has a law that would argue otherwise, so it would be a useful technique to learn. Butt Joint—In this exercise, tack the two coupons together on each end as shown. Place your weld joint on top of the open angle fixture and weld using the forehand technique. As with the corner joint, start in the flat position, then go to the vertical and lastly to overhead. The three practice positions are shown in 6A (flat), 6B (vertical), and 6C (overhead). Lap Joint—In this exercise tack the two coupons together on each end as shown. Place your weld joint on top of the open angle fixture and weld using the forehand technique. As with the previous joints start in the flat position, then go to the vertical and lastly to overhead. The



Figure 6A



Figure 6B



Figure 6C



three practice positions are shown in Figure 7A (flat), 7B (vertical), and 7C (overhead). T-Joint—The T-joint uses a fillet weld and is the last joint you’ll practice without filler. Done only in the flat position, this joint is better done using thicker material, like 10gauge (about 1/8 inch thick). Tack the pieces together and then place them in the open V-angle as shown in Figure 8. Weld them in the push position and use a slight weave or crescent (like the moon not the wrench) to move the weld puddle from side to side as shown.



Set-up Prior to Welding The Welder (You!) Before welding, be sure you are wearing a long-sleeved shirt with the sleeves and the collar buttoned.



Figure 7C



Figure 7B



Figure 7A



This will protect you from getting a UV burn from the arc. Have a comfortable stool to sit on and gloves that fit. Properly adjust your helmet. When you weld, get your arms and body in a supported position. Your arms should be in tight by your side, either leaning against something rigid or standing so that your body is not swaying back and forth. The Machine Now that you know how to set yourself up, let’s set up the



machine. ■ Turn on the shielding gas and set to about 20 cfh. ■ Be sure the machine is set in the TIG or GTAW position. ■ Set the machine in the DC electrode negative position, and check the installation of the tungsten electrode in the torch to be sure it’s properly grounded and has the correct stick out. ■ Set the amperage adjustment to about 90 amps. ■ Place the contactor switch in



WHY IS VAN’S RV-7 THE MOST POPULAR KITPLANE ON EARTH?



Send for comprehensive video/info pack. Only $16.00 postpaid inside the USA, $30.00 + shipping outside USA. Specify video format.



VAN’S AIRCRAFT, INC. 14401 NE KEIL ROAD, AURORA, OREGON 97002 503-678-6545 www.vansaircraft.com



the remote position and be sure the foot control is plugged in. ■ Check the work lead (sometimes called the ground clamp) and be sure that it’s plugged into the machine, and then be sure that it is attached to your welding jig, fixture, or table. ■ Turn the power source on and listen carefully for the shielding gas, as it will usually cycle through a post-flow cycle. Do not bring the torch to your ear to listen for the flow of gas. You can also step on the remote



TWO RV-7 KITS LEAVE VAN’S AIRCRAFT EVERY DAY TO BUILDERS ALL OVER THE WORLD. HERE’S WHY: PERFORMANCE and UTILITY: 200+ mph cruise speed, STOL performance, agile, harmonized controls. 700 lb useful load, up to 1000 mile range. Room for real people. Operates easily off short grass strips. EASIER THAN EVER TO BUILD: No forming or welding required. “Matched-hole” components fit perfectly...pull the parts out of the box and start building. CHOICES: tricycle or tailwheel landing gear, sliding or tip-up canopy, fixed or c/s prop, engines from 150-200 hp, Standard or QuickBuild kits. SUPPORT: From a company that’s set the standard -- in quality, performance and customer service -- for 30 years. REASONABLY PRICED: more performance for the dollar than any airplane on the market today. RV kits include all airframe components. Cowls, engine mounts and hardware are not extra cost items. CONFIDENCE: uses aircraft engines and aluminum construction -- systems proven by decades of experience. FUN: It’s an RV...in a class of its own. EAA Sport Aviation
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aircraft building control with the torch aimed away from your welding table and trigger the flow of shielding gas. If you have just hooked up your machine, it’s advisable to purge it for 20 or 30 seconds to remove atmospheric gasses from the lines. Hold the torch like you would a pencil so that you have maximum control of the torch and you can



rotate it between your fingers for small positional adjustments as shown in Figure 9. Lower your helmet and bring the torch into the starting position. Step lightly on the foot control and ignite the arc. Once the arc is established, increase the amperage by depressing the foot pedal until the base metal begins to melt and forms a puddle. If you



Answer: Yes you do!*



Figure 8



Figure 9



* Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220
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touch the tungsten to the base, you will have contaminated it. You should then remove the tungsten and re-dress the tapered end. You can tell if the tungsten is contaminated because it becomes hard to control the arc and it seems like it requires more amperage to “run” the arc. You can use the force of the arc to “steer” the puddle where you want it to go. If it looks like you are going to burn through or if the puddle is too fluid, simply decrease the amperage by letting up on the foot control—just like slowing down in an automobile by decreasing the pressure on the accelerator. Once the puddle is established, use a slight side-to-side motion to give the weld the desired rippled surface appearance. When you reach the end of the weld remove all pressure from the foot control and leave the torch in place as the post flow shielding gas protects the molten weld from atmospheric contamination. Next month we will move on to T, K, and Y joints in tubing, talk about some visual inspection techniques, and show you some welds that are good and some that are not so good.
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